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Abstract
Lauren Wakefield: The Feasibility of Large Scale Puppet Work in Low Budget
Theatre
(Under the direction of Dr. Rhona Justice-Malloy)

The art of puppetry has existed for as long as any other creative medium,and
its role within the theatrical world has long been an important one. Characters and
creatures portrayed in foam and felt often touch the hearts of audiences, and
theatergoers enter a show involving puppetry ready to be entertained. Broadway
productions such as Avenue Q and The Lion King push the limits of puppets'
capabilities and use this creative source to express ideas that human actors would
less effectively convey.
This paper will explore the capabilities that each person has to create similar
characters and creatures on a low to nonexistent budget While Broadway can afford
to use high-quality materials, most creatures can be created with products l5dng
around the house; money quickly ceases to be the important factor in the creative
process. Through examining three cases of effective puppetry in low budget theatre
situations, I seek to illustrate and explain that this ancient art form can be pursued
by puppetry enthusiasts of all budgets, constraints, and limitations, as limitation is
the mother of invention.
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Introduction - Why Use Puppets?

Whether one's goal is to use puppetry to express an emotion that cannot be
clearly conveyed by human actors or to insert a creative medium into an elementary
classroom, there are many opportunities to integrate this art form into a wide
variety of venues. There are bodies of evidence to support the idea that puppets can
effectively portray emotions and teach concepts that are difficult to communicate
via traditional means. In one case study, Sharon M. Peck and Aubre J. Virkler
successfully used puppetry in their classroom to teach reading, and, in another,
Barbara Thomas has used it to incorporate more students in their unit on the
American Civil War.
The great masters of the world of puppetiy such as Julie Taymor and Jim
Henson have understood the power of the form for ages, but many of them have
seemingly infinite funds at their disposal. It is possible, however, to create equally
effective puppets without draining bank accounts or taking out loans. A clever mind
might use objects found around the house to make creatures that can touch the
hearts of their audiences. In her book. The Muppets Make Puppets, Cheryl Henson
gives patterns for some found-object puppets that can be made by budding
puppeteers of all ages.
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Using large-scale puppets on a miniscule budget quickly becomes a daunting
task. Without ingenuity and creativity, this process may seem insurmountable.
However,even without infinite funds, an inventive person can produce high-quality
puppets. The purpose of the following pages is to illustrate the process, from the
beginning to the end, of effective, low budget puppetry in several specific theatre
endeavors.
First, however, it is important to understand the nature of "low budget
theatre". There are many different degrees of"low," and it is necessary to take a few
pages to define the definition of low budget as understood by the rest of the paper.
Then, for the benefit of the less obsessed, there are a few pages that give a brief
history of the art of puppetry and an overview of some of the most important
American puppeteers.
Through exploring personal experiences using puppets in low budget
theatre, the following three chapters outline design projects that were realized in
the Oxford area in the past few years. The results support the idea that a sharp mind
can economically produce effective puppets, and that these puppets can effectively
illustrate difficult concepts and ideas.
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Thereof ●● Identifying “Low"

BjfiJBAiiBujiG

Low-budget theatre cannot be defined simply as theatre with low net income.
Large-budget theatre can also - and does occasionally - experience a net loss. To
define low-budget theatre, one must account for many different aspects of the
budget, from the skill and experience of the hired staff to the Box Office income.
Therefore, a low-budget theatre is best defined as a theatre that has a very limited
amount of acquirable resources.
This definition allows low-budget theatre to exist on a relative scale. Many
theatres seem low budget when compared to those on Broadway, but even
University-level and Educational Theatres overshadow numerous community
theatres and survival theatre groups who try to produce quality shows without
money (or, at least, with as little as possible). My focus will be on these tiny groups,
their relation to the giants, and the actual and potential effectiveness of their un¬
funded productions.

Categorization:
In addition to survival and community theatre groups, there are three major
categories of professional theatre companies. Bus and Truck companies typically
market 8 to12 plays a year to subscription theatre houses around the country. For-
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Profit theatres regard individual plays as investments, and the purpose of the
production is, therefore, to generate income for the investors. Not-forprofit/Nonprofit theatres use all income to defray the cost of the season. Of these
three types of theatre, the only one that may fall under our "low-budget" category is
the Nonprofit, but a brief discussion of these three categories will help further focus
the definition of"low-budget" theatre as it is used in this paper.

Bus AND Truck Touring Companies
Bus and Truck Touring Companies get their name from the fact that their
casts travel on busses and their sets and props are transported on eighteen-wheeler
trucks. In North America, there are four major companies that fall under this
category. Troika and National Touring Musicals (NTM), Inc. have headquarters in
New York City, while Whitehall is based in Toronto, Canada, and Pace Enterprises
hails from Dallas. These last two companies cast predominately out of New York
City despite having headquarters elsewhere.
In the summer months, each of these companies puts together their season.
The touring companies'season usually consists of eight to twelve productions. Once
a company has chosen its productions, it contacts subscription theatre houses. The
touring company sends its shows to different parts of the country at different times
of the year, and the subscription theatre houses have the opportunity to request the
shows that will be in their region at a particular time.
When a subscription theatre house like the Ford Center in Oxford, MS,Thalia
Mara Hall in Jackson, MS, or the Orpheum in Memphis, TN, has determined that it
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wants a show, it contacts the company to negotiate contracts. Theatre houses pay
the touring company a rights fee that is based on the cost to the company of
producing the show and the company's estimated box office income figures. The
company also receives between one and three percent of the box office gross
income. Subscribing theatre houses often determine whether or not to accept a
show based on their ability to turn a profit from the remaining box office figures.
Bus and Truck Touring companies generally perform three nights at one
location. Subscribing theatre companies that want a production for one night only
(due to financial or other reasons) generally hire the shows that are passing through
and have an open evening between major venues. All four of the major Bus and
Truck Touring companies are members of the theatre unions, but because of the
nature of their work,they are allowed to hire non-union actors and staff in technical
positions.
An entity that is similar to the Bus and Truck touring companies, and
therefore that must be categorized with them, is the National Tour of a production.
National Tours are productions of Broadway shows that are licensed by the original
Broadway producers. Shows do not usually become available for performance by a
Bus and Truck company until their National Tours have ended, and the fact that the
original producers produce these shows generally indicates that they are of a higher
production quality than the others.
There are two major reasons that a subscribing theatre house will hire a Bus
and Truck production instead of a National Tour. First, Unlike Bus and Truck
companies, a National Tour must be guaranteed a 15-performance run of the show,
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and many theatre houses cannot afford this. Also, many venues do not have the
stage space to handle the quantities of scenery that a National Tour requires.
National Tours receive funding in the same way as Bus and Truck companies,taking
a percentage of the box office gross income and receiving the pa3onent ofa rights fee
from the theatre.
National Tours and Bus and Truck companies typically produce Musicals.
Because musicals make up the bulk of Broadway productions, and because
Broadway is the starting point for most touring productions, these companies seek
to make the highly-produced, true American form available to a much larger
audience than New York sees.

For-Profit Theatres
The aspect of for-profit theatre that separates them most clearly from other
types of theatre companies is their approach to a production. For-Profit theatres see
a production as an investment,and their primary goal of investing in a production is
to generate profit for the investors. The majority of the For-Profit theatres operate
out of New York City. The infrastructure of these companies allows them to produce
plays with funding from partners and investors without having to front the money
themselves.
The five major For-Profit theatre companies in North America are Schubert
Organization, the Nederlander Group, Jujamycin, Disney, and The Dodger
Corporation. To effectively produce plays using other people's money, when these
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companies are preparing to stage a play, they form a Limited Liability Company, or
LLC,and invite strategic investors to become partners.
Once these companies have acquired enough partners to fund their
production, the show begins to come to life. During the weeks before opening, the
companies must budget for the production cost, which includes all the money spent
before opening night There should always be at least as much money allotted for
the production cost as is required, if not more. The money spent after the show
opens is considered the operating cost All costs are calculated weekly.
In a For-Profit theatre, after reaching the point at which the box office net
(which equals the box office gross minus the operation cost) equals the production
cost, the company is said to have reached the “break-even point" At the break-even
point, each limited partner can have the amount they invested returned to them in
full. This point is certainly the first goal. However, because the company is
attempting to operate as money-making venture, reaching the break-even point is
only the first goal. The “profit point" is the next goal, and, assuming all other factors
stay the same,it generally takes twice as long to reach as the break-even point

Not-For-Profit/Nonprofit Theatres
While it is useful to understand the way the big theatres function,the focus of
this paper steers more toward the little guys. The little guys of professional theatre
fall under the category of not-for-profit theatre, although not all not-for-profit
theatres are low budget. Within this category, there are many different possible
types of theatre. From summer stock theatres to children’s theatre to regional
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theatres, the thread that connects the small professional nonprofit theatres is their
business structure.
The controlling entity of a nonprofit theatre is the Board of Directors. This
board is responsible for choosing an Artistic Director and for raising money for the
theatre. Chosen by the Board, the Artistic Director is responsible for all day-to-day
activities of the theatre. In some well-organized theatres, the Artistic Director will
work in conjunction with a Business Director who is responsible for bookkeeping.
although in most theatres, the Artistic Director receives this duty in addition to his
other duties. Under the Artistic Director, the company of directors, designers, and
actors varies from theatre to theatre.
Nonprofit theatres often produce a season of three to nine plays. These plays
are generally performed over a nine-month period, although, because of the
numerous types of theatre that fall under the nonprofit umbrella, this is not
necessarily the case for every nonprofit Regional nonprofit theatres tend to be the
breeding ground for new plays. It is very expensive to produce a play in New York,
and regional theatres are typically producing a season of plays, so they can produce
new plays with the assumption that they might lose money on one play because they
can make enough money to cover the loss on the other shows in the season.
Nonprofit theatres are funded in several different ways. They may receive
money from government or corporate grants, individual donations, and box office
gross. All government grants for theatre come from the National Endowment for the
Arts, or the NEA.This endowment was created in 1963,and Congress appropriates a
certain amount of money each year for funding artistic endeavors. The NEA can give
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direct grants to individual organizations, or it can give block grants to state arts
commissions. NEA tends to give direct grants to large organizations; smaller
theatres then request grants from their state arts commissions.
Corporations can also grant money to theatres. Most major corporations
allocate an amount of money to be used annually for philanthropy. Many corporate
grants are good for three to five years and are often item specific. Corporations also
generally give money to groups within their region. For example, Coca Cola might
give a grant to a theatre in Atlanta, GA, but it would be unlikely to see them funding
theatre in Mississippi.
In addition to major corporations, individuals also provide a considerable
amount of income for nonprofit theatres. Individuals can donate to organizations in
several major ways. First, an individual could give an in-kind donation. This
donation does not consist of money, but of materials, service, or both. Next, a
nonprofit organization could receive a one-time cash donation from an individual.
The last and perhaps the most important type of individual donation is the
endowment
Endowments today usually consist of a large sum of money that is placed into
a trust fund with the nonprofit organization as the beneficiary of the income. While
the nature of this account indicates that the trustee controls the money, the
nonprofit organization is guaranteed the interest or other income that the account
generates each year. Until the recent economic recession, this interest was expected
to return eight to twelve percent ofthe principle annually.
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The last major type offunding that a not-for-profit theatre receives is the box
office income. Box office income can be broken into two types: Season and Walk-up.
These types are fairly self-explanatoiy: season box office income indicates the
amount of income generated from season ticket sales, and walk-up box office
income indicates the amount of income generated from individuals who are not
season ticket holders who come to see productions.
Of these two categories, season tickets are the most important; ideally, most
theatre businessmen would like to sell 85 percent of their tickets to season ticket
holders. The remaining fifteen percent of tickets would then be available to
individuals who may want to become a season ticket holder in the future. In spite of
this, since the events of 9/11 and the economic recession, theatres have seen a
drastic decrease in season subscribers. Individuals fear committing large portions of
their budget to the theatre, and the percentage of tickets sold in subscriptions has
dropped to below twenty percent in may venues.

Non-Professional Theatres
In addition to the professional theatre companies, there are many little
theatres. University and Educational theatres often operate on veiy limited funding,
and Community Theatre relies heavily on donated time, services, and funding from
members of the surrounding neighborhoods. Despite the fact that these theatres are
not mone5miaking machines, they must pay for most of the same expenses the
professional theatres pay.
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In their book. Theatre, Children and Youth, Jed H. Davis and Mary }ane Evans
outline seven areas that must be considered as expenses by every theatre,
regardless of budgetary constraints. These areas are salaries and wages, facilities
expenses, administration costs,ticket office expenses, publicity and promotion sales,
scripts and technical production costs (Davis, 211-212). The other side of the
budgetary coin is income. About this, John E. Clifford asserts:
In the preparation of the preliminary budget, the first
step is to estimate the potential earned income for the
season, for which there are seven potential sources:(1)
season subscriptions, (2) individual admissions, (3)
group-rate admissions,(4) concessions,(5) rentals,(6)
program advertising, and (7) gifts and contributions
(Clifford, 100).
While some theatres manage to function with large grants and generous
donations, it is the case that most production companies must subsist on a smaller.
more meager budget than they would like. It can be argued that the success of these
theatres depends on their ability either to work with the funds that they have or to
raise additional funds. "[SJomething else which regulates the quality and ultimate
success of theatre [is] money, and this is saved or made ... by ingenuity," (Waller,
11). This ingenuity is even more the key to a low-budget theatre's success or failure
than its abundance or lack of cash.
Waller goes on to state,"Unfortunately, the majority of Little Theatre groups
are not noted for their ingenuity, hence they cut their profits by buying instead of
making. Quite often it's a case of not knowing where a simple invention may be
utilized," (Waller, 11). In many cases, the combination of this simple invention with
laborers who are willing to work for little or no money becomes the driving factor
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behind a production. Looking back at Davis and Evans' budgetary expenses
regardless of constraints, the daunting task of overcoming each expense can be
lessened by clever choice and placement of a show and by enthusiastic volunteers.
Having to pay salaries and wages can be avoided by volunteer and
community workers. Family and friends of cast members who are adept enough to
use a pair of scissors on a cardboard box can be put to work on sets or even
costumes. Facilities expenses are easily avoided: don't maintain a permanent venue
for the troupe. Some organizations that cannot donate funds toward a project will
happily give rehearsal or even performance space, and shows have been rehearsed
in "found"spaces for decades.
Volunteers can manage administration and ticket office expenses, provided
that they have shown a willingness to participate in the production and an aptitude
for organization. With today's technology, effective publicity and promotions can
easily be created and printed on any personal computer and home or office printer.
Even if publicity is not on poster-sized printouts, well-placed fliers can reach as
many potential audience members. Also, free social networking websites like
Facebook and MySpace provide excellent outlets for information many people at
once about an event.
Scripts and technical production costs present a more formidable obstacle.
An acquaintance with the pla3nvright might help ameliorate these costs, but
royalties are simply a fact of life. That said, a low-budget theatre could save on fees
by cleverly planning its season to include predominantly low-royalty or public
domain pieces. Classical Greek plays as well as many plays from Shakespeare's era
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are public domain and require no royalty payment Also, All-profit performances
such as short-play festivals with original pieces written by the performers or
members of the community can fuel enthusiasm for the theatre group.
While theatre is easier to do with no financial constraints, limitation and
necessity are the parents of invention. The nature of a little,low-budget theatre may
seem constricting at a first glance, but viewed as an opportunity to creatively use
what little funds are available and to work with found objects and volunteers, the
low-budget theatre provides many great opportunities for any nature of theatre
enthusiast
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TO Have TheirHanps in a Lot of Things Around Here
Puppets AND Their People

From Java and Japan to Jim Henson and Julie Taymor, puppets have touched
the hearts of audiences for centuries. Webster's dictionary defines a puppet as [1] a
small figure that is a likeness of a human form; a doll. However, it is the second
definition that turns this doll into that which we consider a puppet:[2] such a figure
moved by the hands, in a puppet show. Kermit the frog defines a puppet as "an
object that appears to be alive when it is manipulated by the human hand,"(Henson,
10). While Webster seems to be shortsighted enough to believe that a puppet must
take the human form,for the purposes of this paper, Hermit's definition will suffice.
Of course, modern puppetry has deviated one step further, using more than
the human hand to manipulate puppets. Julie Taymor, Basil Twist, and Jim Henson,
in addition to many others have been creating clever innovations in the world of
puppetry for years. Popularized by the stage production of the Lion King, Julie
Taymor's full-body puppets are inspirational. Basil Twist,too, has stripped away the
distinctly human element from the art and has attempted to create the abstract.
Finally, the Jim Henson Compan/s Creature Shop uses technological advances and
innovations to maintain their respectable position in the world of puppetry.
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After briefly summarizing the evolution of puppetry in different parts of the
world, each of these artists will be discussed with an emphasis on historical and
regional influences on some of their more important and influential works. It is
accepted that there are other equally worthy puppeteers and companies working
toward the same goals as these three. I have chosen them because of their
similarities and differences, their tendency to create the new and to integrate the
old, and the ease with which the common, causal theatergoer recognizes their
names.

A Brief History
Like many arts, there is no definitive beginning to puppetry. We can see
creations, which we might call puppets,dating back to ancient times, but there is not
so much as a legend about the first marionette stepping out from the bark of a tree
or growing from seaweed and rocks to break free from the confines of a chorus-t3q3e
entity to stand alone on stage and engage his prior captors in eloquent dialogue.
Nor, in fact, do we have paintings scribbled on the walls of grottos and caves
indicating that, in addition to grunting, hunting and gathering, and being in awe of
fire, early man would manipulate creature-shaped toys to tell stories. Despite this
dearth, our understandings of the origins of puppetry spawn from two sources: the
East and the West
Puppetry of some kind has been around at least as long as there has been
written language, and perhaps before. In the West, we look to the earliest
metropolis: Greece. In Asia, differing puppet traditions grew simultaneously, and we
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trace the origins of Eastern puppetry to many different locales. The puppetry and
traditions from these two locations influenced the work of the great American
puppeteers, providing a melange of styles among our puppet companies and
troupes.

European Puppetry
European puppetry followed the same lines as European theatre. With
beginnings in Greece, puppets were predominantly used as children's toys. The
theatrical conventions of the Classical theatre required large movements and loud
voices, neither of which is conducive to a professional puppet performance.
However, Greek actors wore large masks that may have influenced early European
puppetry.
In Italy, the Romans stole much from the Greeks. The love for entertainment
led to the construction of coliseums, and their subtle differences in tastes brought
about the creation of a new,Roman comedy.Years later in Italy was born Commedia
Dell'Arte, and this new performance style spread throughout Western Europe. With
the incarnation of this new improvised art form, many stock characters were born.
The most important of these to European puppetry is that of Pulcinella. This Italian
rogue comic character provided the basis for both the Russian puppet Petrushka
and the English hand puppet Punch.
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Asian Puppetry
From the shadow puppets on the island of Java to the masterfully
manipulated child-sized puppets of Japan's Bunraku, Asian puppetry has long been
an integral part of Eastern culture. With roots in storytelling, these two important
styles logically emerged in ancient times. Bunraku puppetry has long been
considered an important enough art form that Kabuki, an entire style of acting, was
modeled after it.
It is important to mention Kabuki here, as well. Despite that this traditional
Japanese theatre style does not involve puppets, its roots lie in the history of
puppetry. Kabuki's incarnation was as an attempt for humans to successfully mimic
the movements of Bunraku puppets. Because Kabuki is designed for humans to
mimic the often-stilted actions of puppets,the theatre style incorporates large,jerky
movements.
These important styles have been around throughout much if not all of
recorded history. They have influenced countless modern puppeteers while
maintaining their traditional roots. The shadow puppets from Java are performed by
pressing an opaque,two-dimensional figure against a screen that is in front of a light
source. Bunraku puppets are manipulated by three puppeteers; the master
puppeteer, whose face is seen throughout the show and who manipulates the head
and the right hand of the puppet, and two assistant puppeteers whose faces are not
seen, but who manipulate the body,left hand,and feet.
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American Puppetry
America has often been called the "melting pot" of cultures. Being a young
country allows America to be influenced by a wide variety of sources, and American
puppetry is not exempt from this influence. Rife with immigrants from many
different countries, traditional American puppetry is indefinable as anything other
than a combination of many different styles. Influenced by both European hand
puppets and Asian shadow and child-sized realistic puppets, American puppeteers
have been able to pick and choose the best qualities of these styles and use them to
their benefit
In recent years, the experimental quality of puppetry has increased, pulling
inspiration from the old and new, the near and far. With the advent of technology,
the possibilities of puppets have been augmented as well. Lighter materials allow
for larger structures, innovations in electronics, lighting, and image projection
encourage creative multimedia productions. Computer-generated Images (CGIs)
delight adults and children and are not unrelated to ancient puppetry. However, it
has been seen that some of the most effective methods of puppetry, both in
creation/handling and viewing, come from history; it is often wise to stick with a
model that works,and sometimes simplicity works lire best

Major Puppeteers and Their Influence on the Evolution of the Art
Earlier, Julie Taymor, Basil Twist, and Jim Henson were mentioned as
pioneers of Modern puppetry. These three American artists are among those who
revolutionized and revived puppetry as a viable art form in the United States.
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Influenced by a variety of sources, these puppeteers sought and seek to create
something new and innovative. Problem solvers by nature, as puppeteers must be,
each of these artists achieves his or her desired result through unique methods.

Julie Taymor
Born in 1952, Julie Taymor has been a beneficiaiy of talent and fortune. An
artist who realized her desire to work in theatre at age eleven, Ta3mior's gifts and
opportunities have opened the door for her to produce incredible work for
companies like Disney, which seem to have infinite funds. With a background in
both European and Asian theatre,Ta3mior has roots in the puppetry practiced by the
denizens of each continent
When taking an animation and adapting it for the professional stage, Taymor
used knowledge garnered from both her experiences abroad and her research into
the culture embodied by the setting of the story. In an interview with Betty Gabrelli
at Oberlin, her Alma Mater, Julie Taymor speaks about her work on The Lion King:
"The images that have moved people, and shocked them, are from Asia; from
shamanistic practices I learned from reading; from what I experienced living in
Japan and Indonesia; and from the Africans with whom I'm working. These images
are as old as the theater," (Gabrelli).
Because Ta3nnor has the creativity to produce incredible works of art and the
knowledge garnered from a lifetime of travel, her skills and accomplishments place
her among the most talented puppeteers working today. Earning awards for her
productions and designs is just one of the perks of her genius. The public is
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fortunate for her talent, as we reap its benefits in stage productions like The Lion
King and The Magic Flute and in film productions like Titus and Across the Universe.

Basil Twist
If Julie Taymor's forte is manipulating the human form and very convincingly
portraying it as something else recognizable (like a giraffe, zebra, lion, or other
safari animal as is seen in The Lion King), then Basil Twist's passion takes the
recognizable and turns it into the abstract. Because of his affinity for abstraction.
Twist's canvas is less likely to be the human form, and his "something else," is less
likely to be a recognizable figure than Ta5nnor's. It has been said, in fact, that Twist
is more of a "puppeteer" than Ta5mior.
Twist's stance and genius are distinctive. He is
fundamentally and unabashedly a puppeteer rather than
a stage director who uses puppets. There is a difference.
Though Julie Ta5mior sometimes designs and constructs
her actors, as she did in The Lion King, if puppet actors
will not best serve a project she does not use them. But
at the very heart of Twist's creative passion is puppets
(Blumenthal,42).
This is not an attempt to discredit Taymor; in fact, it might be a testament to her
skills that she can choose to use puppets or not Twist, on the other hand, does not
accept the "or not" Regardless of the production, his projects are always puppet¬
centric.
A third generation puppeteer. Twist spent several years stud5nng puppet
work in France, where he learned to appreciate non-traditional puppetry. Of a class
he took there, he notes,"For the first three months, we never touched a puppet It
was all tomatoes and newspapers and things," (Blumenthal, 43). With inspiration
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from France and personal understanding of his tastes, Twist began experimenting
with various forms. His affinity for the abstract led to his production of Symphonie
Fantistique.
The title Symphonie Fantastique is synonymous to that of the music used
within. The "Fantastic Symphony" composed by Hector Berlioz in the mid 1800s is,
in its own right, an abstraction of a love story. Berlioz, in his memoirs, succinctly
explains the plot: "a young musician, afflicted by the sickness of spirit which a
famous writer has called the vagueness of passions (/e vague des passions), sees for
the first time a woman who unites all the charms of the ideal person his imagination
was dreaming of, and falls desperately in love with her,"(Austin).
Allowed and encouraged by the memoirs of the composer. Twist's puppets
never materialized into specific characters, but rather personified moods or
emotions. This production illustrates Twist’s affinity for breaching the conventions
of the theatre. He has no qualms with blending character with setting, and he
perceives that "when scenery moves or morphs, it is doing something similar
enough to what a puppet is doing that it can become tinged with a sense of
animation," (Blumenthal, 70). Twist's innovations and uses of the abstract to
portray sense and emotion allow him to be categorized with Julie Taymor among
today's brilliant puppeteers.

Jim Henson
Perhaps the most important American puppeteer of all time, not only for his
work while he was alive, but also for his legacy, Jim Henson is more than a
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household name. Everyone has heard of Sesame Street Children and adults still get
laughs out of reruns of The Muppet Show, and cult movie fans hold Labyrinth and
The Dark Crystal in very high esteem.
In an interview, when asked about Henson, his alter ego Kermit replied, "I
hear his name bandied about a lot, but I don't know him. 1 don't know who Henson
is. He seems to have his hand in a lot of things around here, but 1 don't particularly
know what that means." In the mid 1960s, Jim Henson began working with Joan
Ganz Cooney on Sesame Street. The show was set to air in 1969,and Cooney needed
Jim to create the characters. Bert and Ernie, Oscar, Grover, Cookie Monster, and Big
Bird soon became part of one of the best-known children's television shows of all
time (Henson.com).
Despite his success with the Muppets on Sesame Street, producers in the
United States refused Henson's request for a show. It was not until the mid 1970s
that British producer Lew Grade granted Jim's request and allowed him a show
(Collins). Shortly after the release of Labyrinth, while Jim was working on The
Witches - a film based on Roald Dahl's book - with Nicholas Roeg, he was diagnosed
with Group A streptococcus bacteria. Group A bacteria is usually associated with
strep throat and can cause a variety of diseases ranging from impetigo to scarlet
fever, but in the case of this artist, it proved fatal.
To admirers of the master muppeteer, Jim's death was a great devastation.
However,Jim lives on through his Creature Shops - one in London,one in New York,
and one in Los Angeles - and his studios,- Jim Henson Productions and Jim Henson
Pictures - both run by his family. His creativity lives on through his creations. The
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Jim Henson Company may allow him to have as great an impact on generations to
come as he had on his own (Collins).
Because of his memorable characters, kind personality, and incredible talent
as a puppeteer, Henson tops the charts as the most influential American puppeteer.
With his Creatures Shops producing movies like Mirrormask, Henson's talents are
not lost. He is in a category separate from that of Basil Twist and Julie Ta5mior.
While both of them are extremely talented puppeteers, Henson's legacy carries with
it the name of the master.

The Rest of the Story
While these three artists are the masters in their field, they are certainly not
the only working puppeteers. Many other amateurs and professionals are creating
fantastic products influenced by customs and cultures from all over the world. While
Taymor is heavily influenced by her experience in Asia and abstraction appeals to
Basil Twist,the possibilities and combinations ofinfluence and work are endless.
These artists are often fortunate to work with large budgets on big projects.
However, even Julie Taymor recognizes the advantage of limitation when she says,
"Limitations force you to find the essence of what you want to say, which is one of
the most important things to know for an artist,"(Meinich).
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Ciftftie™ Three;

ATKEfAND How IT'S NOT OVER‘TILL It’S OVEB

Of all of the projects I have worked on that have provided research toward
this thesis. Mixed Nuts is the least likely to be considered low budget. However,
when compared to many professional theatre companies, the cost of putting
puppets into this production pales. 1 was fortunate enough to be the puppet
designer for the show,and therefore have a firsthand knowledge of the mechanics of
the production and its puppets.
The one major factor that makes the puppet project in Mixed Nuts potentially
high budget is not the cost of materials but is the time required to complete the
puppets. The length of time that the costume shop spent on various Mixed Nuts
projects was both longer than intended and longer than the time usually spent on a
production. From this experience, it became evident that the cost of the production
was not simply in numerical figures. Time spent by amateurs creating, destroying,
and recreating could have easily been cut down by pa)dng a higher hourly rate to a
more experienced professional who could have completed the project alone in less
time.
This project is important to the idea of using puppets in low budget theatre
because we did, eventually, manage to create several large puppets, and we did this
creation on a budget and timeline. The next few pages will outline the timeline from
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the beginning to the end of the Mixed Nuts puppet process. Despite that it took far
more time than we originally intended, the puppet work in Mixed Nuts falls under
the low budget category due to the low cost of materials and production.

Spring 2006- Season Announcement
In the spring of 2006,it was announced that the winter production of the Ole
Miss Theatre season would be a reincarnation of a production done in the late
1990s. This show is the brainchild of Ms. Jennifer Mizenko, the Professor of
Movement and Dance in the theatre department, and it is a re-"telling" of the story
of The Nutcracker. In this version, which is set in the changing times from the late
1950s through the 1960s and finally into the 1970s, the dance style is
contemporary,the toy soldiers have a step-dance competition in order to defeat the
Rat Queen and her minions,and there are giant puppets.
When I heard the original concept behind this dance production, I was taking
an Introduction to Costume Design class and expressed interest in designing the
giant puppets. We arranged a schedule and it was decided that my project for the
fall would be to design four giant Chinese puppets and one large hippie flower
puppet At the production meeting at the end of the spring semester, a conversation
with Professor Mizenko sent me on the way for the summer with a general
knowledge of the necessary research for the puppets.
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Summer 2006- Research and Preliminary Designs
The obvious starting point for research on the Chinese puppets was the
Beijing (formerly Peking] Opera. Because the Beijing Opera uses large, overly
dramatic costumes and masks to make the puppets seem genuinely Chinese, using
icons like these made sense.
After collecting numerous images of Beijing Opera characters, costumes, and
masks, 1 decided on a shape for the puppets. 1 have included an early design sketch
illustrating this shape in Figure 3.1. This shape evolved throughout the process of
building the puppets, but the basic
idea

remained.

Other

important

research that was conducted during
the summer included finding the

( )'

color palette for these large puppets.
By the time they appear onstage, the
story of the play has progressed into

/]

the late 1960s. Taking this into
V

consideration, I chose a palette that

[

borrowed from both the 60s’ counter
culture and the traditional Chinese

1

opera.

e

The other puppet lined up for
this show was the hippie flower.

Figure 3.1 - Early Design Sketch
Mixed Nuts China Puppet

which would appear during the Waltz
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of the Flower Children in the last few minutes
of the second act Having moved all the way
into the 1970s, the color scheme for this plant
was brighter and livelier than that of the
Chinese men. The final, realized design of the
flower puppet strongly resembled the initial
sketch, which is included below (Figure 3.2].
The bulk of the work done in the summer
included

collecting research images and

making preliminary sketches, which let us get
started ordering supplies and building the
puppets in the costume shop during August
and September 2006.

Early Fall 2006- Tactile Beginnings
Upon returning to school in August
2006,it took a few weeks to get into a routine.
Pretty soon, though, production meetings
about Mixed Nuts were happening on a
regular basis, I was meeting with the design
faculty on a somewhat regular basis to refine
and finalize the designs for both the Chinese
Figure 3.2 - Early Design Sketch
Mixed Nuts Flower Puppet

and the Hippie puppets, and we had begun
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ordering fabric and structural devices to begin building.
Based on the research from the 1960s and the color palette chosen for the
Chinese puppets over the summer, Mrs. Carey Hanson, Assistant Professor of
Costume Design in the Ole Miss Theatre department,suggested that we use a fabric
dyeing style that was popular in the United States in the 1960s called Batik. This
style has roots in Asian art, it is not a terribly complicated process, and the decision
to use it solidified the choice to use China Silk as our main construction material.
Because silk is a natural fiber, it is easy to dye, and China silk is lightweight, which
was good for our purposes because each puppet was designed to be operated by a
single ballerina.
This fact was one of the most challenging obstacles I faced with this design.
In order to make the puppets as large as Professor Mizenko wanted them but light
enough to be handled by a female dancer, we constantly worked to appease both
people. In the end, to create eleven-foot-tall puppets that were not so cumbersome
as to interfere noticeably with the dancers' choreography, we used frames from
hikers' backpacks. Despite searching for these at a great discount, we ended up
spending $66.00 on each one. Fortunately, this cost was within our budget, and the
backpack frames provided a solid, safe structure off of which we were able to drape
our puppets.
Another obstacle we faced in the process of building these puppets was the
fact that Mixed Nuts was not the only show of the season. In fact, during the fall
semester of 2006,there were two shows being produced in addition to Mixed Nuts.
They were A Streetcar Named Desire and Footloose. In addition to having several
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actors and actresses playing major roles in more than one of the semester's
productions, we also had to compete with these other shows' costume builds, which
were happening simultaneously in the costume shop. This kind of competition
occurs in all levels of theatre. While we were
trying to batik silk or allow dancers to become
accustomed to additional weight on their
shoulders as they danced, we were also sewing
zippers into Blanche's dresses and trying
leather jackets on Ren. This competition for
workers with the earlier shows extended the
length of time that it took us to produce our
puppets.
Because

we

were concerned

with

getting the Chinese puppets up and running
quickly, the flower puppet was swept to the
wayside during the first few months of the fall
semester. Also, in order to build the flower
puppet, we ordered lycra/spandex that didn't
arrive until much later. The final flower puppet
sketches were drawn during this time (Figure
3.3), but the construction didn't happen until
two weeks before Thanksgiwng break.

Figure 3.3 - Final Design
Mixed Nuts Flower Puppet
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October 2006- Miscalculat[ons and Changes
If the world is divided into process people and product people, I am a process
person. I tend to be more interested in the journey toward the end result of a project
than in the end result itself. In the theatre, the product is the only thing that the
public sees, and it is, therefore, the most important part of the project As a process
person, this design opportunity took me out of my comfort zone and made me see
the journey through to the end.
The problem, however, in this particular case, was the belief at eveiy stage
that we were "almost finished,” or in the term we used often in the costume shop,
"close.” I probably said the phrase,"We're close!” a thousand times during the fall
semester of 2006, and yet, the project was not finished. By the time the middle of
October came and Footloose opened and closed, I was suffering considerable
burnout. I had been thinking about this project since April, and every time we
seemed to see the end,it turned out that there was much more to be done.
Designs finalized, fabric dyed and batiked, and logistics seeming to fall into
place, the last two weeks of October seemed like the perfect time to push through
and complete the puppets. Unfortunately, two weeks was not enough time and my
utterances of,"we're so close!" were doing nothing to accelerate the process. Mixed
Nuts was a big show with several designers working on different numbers and,
while the puppets were certainly a high priority, the other costumes needed to be
equally impressive.
Additionally, at this point in time we had two major problems with the
Chinese puppets. The first was figuring out how to attach them to the aluminum
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backpack frames we had purchased, and the second was figuring out how to make
the skirt at the bottom stay in a circle. The combination of these two challenges
caused us to have to alter the puppet design considerably. The "early" design of the
new shape (Figure 3.4)looked similar to the original sketch, but required a different
construction approach.
We considered many options for the first
problem: PVC pipe, sturdy wire, thin metal rods,

Mixed Nuls
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anything. The constraints we had remained
centered around the weight of the puppet and the

m

I1

strength ofthe dancers. Eventually, we decided on
using bamboo that Mr. Jared Spears, Instructor

!

and Production Technical Director in the theatre
department, had growing in his yard.
Allowing creativity to overcome budget

Figure 3.4- Second Design
Mixed Nuts Chinese Puppet

constraints, the bamboo was a brilliant solution
by Mr.Spears,as it cost nothing and weighed very

little. Using two pieces of bamboo per puppet, we were able to drape the entire form
off of our makeshift triangles and over the ballerinas. To solve the second problem,
Mr. Spears came to the rescue again. To make the puppets bodies have shape, we
used lightweight nylon tubing that we ran through cases within the torso of the
puppet This tubing was what we intended to use on the skirt as well, but each time
we tried to run it through the bottom hem, it simply folded up on itself. Mr. Spears
li
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found a similar material: lightweight blue plastic tubing that held its shape nicely
but was malleable enough to create the hoop in the puppet's hem.
By this time, the design of the Chinese puppets had evolved considerably
from the original. The boxy shape had been tweaked and pulled and rearranged to
create a figure that looked more like a human but that didn't vary too much from the
shape found in the research. The silk was dyed and much of the construction was
complete, and it felt like we really were close, like we could put these puppets on
dancers immediately. Unfortunately, there remained pieces to tweak and things to
sew until the week of the production, and that feeling of being ready remained an
illusion. 1 have included the final designs for the Chinese puppets below (Figure
3.5].

Figure 3.5 - Final Renderings
Mixed Nuts Chinese Puppets

By the time October ended, we knew what we were doing, and we were on a
roll. However, what happened to the hippie flower? A prototype had been made
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during October, and we had received the lycra/spandex for the bulk of the puppet,
but it needed tweaking. We tie-dyed the fabric a beautiful green color and got to
work on creating the final flower.

November 2006- We're close!Still
By this point, we knew how the puppet was going to come together, and we
knew that it needed to come together quickly. Using leftover tubing from the torsos
of the Chinese puppets,we fed small rings through tubes that we had attached to the
lycra. This created a tube that could be situated over the head of the actor, and once
a hole was cut for his face, we began to see the puppet. However, the face and the
petals were the most important technical details.
Using scraps that were left over from the tie-dyed lycra and some ofthe other
costume pieces in the show, I crafted a large smiling face with big eyes and
eyelashes. This face was then placed on a piece of round fabric that was cut to the
size of the opening at the top ofthe tube. Using felt backing for support,the face was
then sewn into the puppet This left us with only the petals to worry about before
dress rehearsals began. These petals were treated the same way as the face, except
that they required thin,sturdy milliner's wire to hold their shape.
What we didn't realize when we created the flower petals out of two pieces
of tie-dyed lycra and two pieces of supporting felt was that this fabric, in addition to
the nylon tubing that acted as the skeleton of the tube of the flower, made the
puppet very heavy. Fortunately, the actor performing as the flower puppet was a
strong man,and he was able to manage the weight
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The addition of the weight forced us into another change. The dowels that we
had anticipated using were quickly ruled out due to the fact that they were not
strong enough to hold up the weight of the puppet When we changed to stronger
dowels, we had to paint them green to coordinate with the puppet and cover them
in greenery to make them less conspicuous. This was effective and the final product
was very entertaining (Figure 3.6].

Final Dress Rehearsal: November 28,2006- Misfortune for the Chinese Puppets
Having

completed

all four

Chinese puppets and a very happy
hippie flower puppet felt like a great
weight lifted off of me,and at the final
dress rehearsal, I was backstage
before the show checking to see that
all was well with the puppets. A
dancer who worked one of the
puppets arrived limping, and, while I
was concerned that she had hurt
herself, I did not consider what affect
it might have on the life of the
puppets.
While I believe it is better that
Figure 3.6 - Hippie Flower Puppet in a
performance of Mixed Nuts

she didn’t dance, as she had sprained
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her ankle when she slipped running on a

wet surface, it was a letdown to learn that

all four of the Chinese puppets would not go onstage together. The photos (Figure
3.7) that we took had all four puppets in them, but in reality, only three at a time
were onstage during a performance. In those famous words of the theatre, “The
show must go on!" The show went on

and the massive Chinese men danced to the

delight of the audience, and eventually, the dancer healed and was able to dance
again.

if’

/
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Figure 3.7 - Chinese Puppets in a performance of Mixed Nuts

Calling This Project Low Budget-and Why That Might be a Stretch
The

budget breakdown for this project brought each

puppet to

approximately $250. The Chinese puppets were each more expensive than the
hippie flower puppet, but the factor that makes the Mixed Nuts puppets potentially
leave the low budget category is in the cost of time rather than the cost of materials.
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We are fortunate to have access to a force of work/study and lab students to work
on our costumes and crafts for various shows, but the number of people who put in
many hours on these puppets makes it so that a company doing a similar show
would be unable to have the same product at our cost
Because the Ole Miss Theatre Department is educational, it is part of the
educational process to allow students to make and learn from mistakes. While I
would not say that there were any major mistakes in this process, there are things
that could have been done more efficiently. This learning process is a large part of
what it means to be in educational theatre, but it is not necessarily conducive to
keeping a budget small. Below I have included table 3.1, which outlines the budget
breakdown for one Chinese puppet
Table 3.1 - Mixed Nuts Budget Figures - Single Chinese Puppet

Silk
Blue Plastic Tubing
Aluminum Backpack
Rit® Dye
Wax and Paraffin
Millinery Wire
Dowels
Nylon Tubing
Strapping

Price Per
Item
$3.50/yd
$5.00
$66.00
$15.00
$15.00
$32/roll
$5.00/4
$4.50/yd
$3.00/yd

Number of
Items
20 yd
1
1
n/a
n/a
Vi roll
4
3.3 yd
3 yd
Total Cost:

Extended
Price
$70
$5.00
$66.00
$15.00
$15.00
$8.00
$5.00
$15.00
$9.00
$208

Because of the numbers, both in dollars and in time, I hesitate to call this
project low budget However, it serves as an excellent point of comparison for the
next two studies, each of which cost considerably less per unit From Mixed Nuts, I
learned that budget should not always be measured in dollar figures, because
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someone who knows what to do may charge more per hour but get the project done
in half or less of the time. On the other hand, an amateur like me may design
something that takes six months to pull together inefficiently, costing more overall
in time even if the materials and the rest are equal.
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Chapter Four;Kudzu.A Southern Musicaland How it’sSomimn5S Cheaper TO Buy

The second case of big puppets in little theatre falls to the High School in
Oxford, Mississippi. In the summer of 2007,1 was invited to design a costume and a
puppet for Oxford High School's production of Kudzu,A Southern Musical Kudzu is a
play based on the comic strip by Doug Marlette. The costume was for the character
of Nasal T. Lardbottom, a rather large teenager,and the puppet was for Earl, Jr., the
hound dog belonging to the mechanic.
The constraints pertaining to this design were few but important First,
because the high school had been invited to perform this musical at the Edinburgh
International Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scotland, the pieces had to be
compactable enough to be packed in the trunks that were serving as sets and
suitcases for costumes, props, and other important things. Secondly, although I was
not given an explicit budget to work within, because Kudzu was being produced by a
high school, it was clear that my goal was to work as effectively and as efficiently as
possible.

Character Creation
One advantage of this show was the accessibility of the script While working
on Mixed Nuts, due to its conceptual nature, the only direction toward creating
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characters was through discussion with the director. In the case of Kudzu, however,
the script provided a considerable amount of supplemental material for forming a
clearer image of each character. In fact, because the people in the play are based on
established characters from a comic strip, research for this project came from the
source.

Nasal T. Lardbottom
I include Nasal in this paper due to the fact that his cartoony nature makes
his costume comparable to that of a puppet For characters like Nasal who are true
caricatures of people, what they wear defines them as who they are. In Mr.
Lardbottom's case, the cartoon character was structured very differently from the
actor assigned to the role. Through clever, compactable means, we were able to
shape your average high school student into the obese character Nasal.
I have included early costume designs (Figure 4.1), and an image of the final
product (Figure 4.2). In order to enlarge the actor, we purchased several large pool

)

)

Figure 4.1 -"How to Make a Skinny Person Fat” - Early Nasal T. Lardbottom
Costume Design
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inner tubes of varying sizes. These
were perfect because they could be
deflated for travel, and they could be
inflated

to

different

degrees

to

resemble human fat rolls.
The only major discrepancy
between the early costume design
and the finished

product is the

number of inter-tubes. The original
design

called

for

three, but in
Figure 4.2 - Nasal T. Lardbottom in
Performance

practice, it was not feasible for this

particular actor to wear three inflated inter-tubes and then button his multiple-XL
pants over the bottom one.

Earl,Jr.
In contrast to Nasal T. Lardbottom, Earl Jr. is genuinely a puppet. Earl’s
design was strongly influenced by Julie Taymor's Lion King puppets. More
specifically, Earl’s design was strongly influenced by both the hyenas and the
cheetah puppets in the Broadway version of Disney’s The Lion King. Copyright
prevents me from being able to include images from The Lion King, but many can be
found on its official website.
The early Earl Jr. design (Figure 4.3] and the final product (Figure 4.4) only
resembled one another in theory. The original design called for the creative use of a
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number of different materials, with lightweight
wood being the main one. Fortunately, we were
lucky enough to find an oversized stuffed hound
dog at Toys "R" Us, and, instead of having to deal
with intricately cut, heavy sheets of plywood, we
were able to modify the stuffed dog to be worn
Figure 4.3 - Early Earl Jr.
Puppet Design

and manipulated by the actress playing Earl, Jr.

This was the first time I recognized the opportunity to economize by
spending.

Accustomed

to

building

1

puppets from scratch, as we did in Mixed
Nuts, I was ready and willing to buy the
necessary materials from Home Depot
and spend several hours or days creating
a

creature

that

would

fulfill

the

4
requirements of the play. Instead, by

1

buying a large stuffed dog and spending
an afternoon cutting and sewing on it to
*

turn it into a puppet, we saved time and
money.
Figure 4.4 - Earl, Jr. in Performance

Total Budgetary Information
Because my work on this production was of a freelance nature, I do not have
the total cost of the production. However, because the focus is on the puppet (and
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the puppet-like costume pieces), I sm

including the breakdown for my personal
of Mixed Nuts,an important factor to

budget (Table 4.1). In this case,like in the case
consider is the amount of time spent working on
in this production was low budget due to

the final product The puppet work

both the monetary cost and the hours

spent working on it
This production illustrates again that it is possible to produce professional
quality puppets on a tight budget through searching for good deals and using pre
made materials instead of starting from scratch eveiy time. The fact that we were
able to use a stuffed dog, despite the fact that it cost $75.00,saved us money because
we did not have to spend the money on more costly,less effective materials, and we
did not have to spend more time in trying to tweak the materials to act like we
wanted them to.

Table 4.1 - Total Budget Figures

Materials for Fat Costume
Inner Tubes
Materials for Earl,fr.Puppet
Large Stuffed Dog
Brown Fabric

Price Per
Item

Number of
Items

Extended
Price

$5

3

$15

$75.00
$3/yd
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1
3 yd
Total Cost:

$75
$9.00
$101.00

Chapter Five: theLong ChihstmasRideHoMEAND Foum-OBiEcrPimEEr&

Having explored the possibility of using puppets in two different t3T3es of
educational theatre, each of which is arguably low budget we will now explore the
feasibility of using puppets in true survival theatre. With a budget of only $40 after
royalties and scripts, I was able to produce Paula VogePs The Long Christmas Ride
Home in the spring of 2008. These next few pages will chronicle several aspects of
the production. From the rehearsal process to the performance, we were able to put
life-like puppets on stage for nominal funds.

Jed Davis and Mary Jane Evans's Expense List
Running down the list of the unavoidable expenses laid out by Jed Davis
(211-12), we considered his expenses, but were affected by only one of them.
Salaries and wages cost us nothing because all of the actors were student
volunteers. The next expense on Davis's list is the cost of renting a facility. Again,
this expense did not affect our budget Being a student at the University of
Mississippi, we were able to reserve an on-campus venue for free.
Administration costs were zero as well. Being a competent group of students,
we produced this play without much administration. As the director, I met with my
Advanced Directing class and instructor twice a week. Working in an outdoor
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environmental setting, using on-stage musicians in lieu of a sound system, and
casting "stagehands" to create a more crowed effect on the stage and to move set
pieces and props cut our technical costs to nil.
We avoided paying for publicity and promotion by doing it ourselves. Free
for

printing
purposes

at

academic
the

Honors

College allowed us to make

iSia V.

t

enough

copies

promotional
5.1)

to

of

poster

place

in

our

(Figure

our

WaCcdBy,

locations

around campus in order to
promote
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productions.
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Additionally, we created an
event on the social networking
site,

Facebook.com,

allowed

us to

reach
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mmsil

which
many
Hirnir

people

who

might
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follow!
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not
Figure 5.1 - Publicity

otherwise have known about our
shows. We also avoided ticket office expenses by not charging admission.
Our only major expense came from the cost of royalties and scripts. Royalties
for this play are high for an individual director, at $75 a performance. Because it was
produced as an assignment for a directing class, the Ole Miss Theatre Department
was kind enough to cover the cost of royalties and of scripts. However,this cost will
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be included in figuring our budget, because anyone producing the same show would
incur this expense. Additionally, the purchase of seven scripts at $7.50 each is
required: six for the actor and one for the director.

Cutting Costs Elsewhere:Sets,Costumes,and Puppets
Within the expected expenses laid out by Davis and Evans, most other
expenses fall under the umbrella of"technical production costs." The magic done in
this low-budget production came in three major categories. First, the minimalistic.
formalist set design was created from blocks and bar stools found at my house. Next,
the costume design was simple, and,finally, cast members created the puppets from
materials found at home.

Cheap Sets
One major advantage to a show like The Long Christmas Ride Home is that it
calls for a formal, minimalist setting. In the late 1800s, a dramatic theorist by the
name of Adolphe Appia developed the idea of formalism in theatre. He had been
reading the writings of Richard Wagner, who suggested that a production should be
seen as a whole, unified piece of art, but Appia did not see the successful application
of Wagner's theory. In response, Appia argued for two important things: first, he
believed that a production needed a single, unifying force in order to be viewed as a
unified piece of art. This force led to the creation of what we today call the director.
Second, and most pertinent to this production, he called for a series of forms
-3D shapes, pillars, blocks, and columns - to replace the previously intricate.
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detailed settings. Appia argued that, depending on how these forms were lit, the
audience would be able to determine the location ofthe action.
Taking a page out of Appia's book, in our production of The Long Christmas
Ride Home, we used exclusively blocks and barstools for our sets. Due to the outdoor
setting of the production, our primary light source was the sun. Having no feasible
way to direct this light source, we relied on the clever manipulation ofthe forms and
a clear expression of the text to situate the audience within the world of our play,
Because

a large percentage of the production takes place in a vehicle, it was

challenging to have a dynamic,fluid set without losing the location ofthe action.
Here, however, is where the presentational versus representational style
choice became important. The audience was never supposed to feel that the play
was a realistic representation of events. Instead, the events of the play were
presented to the audience through a series of storytelling conventions such as hand
puppets, shadow puppets, and a breach of the traditional "fourth wall" between the
audience and the actors.
Much of the influence for the blocking and use of sets in this production, in
addition to being drawn from Appia's theory of formalism,came from the traditional
Japanese dramatic staging techniques. Picking and choosing aspects of several
different styles of Japanese theatre, Bunraku Puppetry and Kabuki Theatre being the
main ones, allowed us to stage this play in a very presentational style.
Traditional Japanese theatre does not resemble the nitty gritty, realism that
we see from American playwrights like August Wilson or David Mamet Bunraku
theatre, as is mentioned in Chapter 2, uses child-sized puppets to tell a story. Our
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puppets were not traditional Bunraku puppets, but our inspiration came from them.
Our set, however, was heavily influenced by the conventions of the Kabuki theatre.
In the Kabuki theatre, there is a pathway that goes through the audience known as
the "Hanamachi,” or "flower way." Using the idea of the "Hanamachi," our actors
broke the fourth wall and were able to move freely through the audience. An early
drawing of the set showing our rendition of the "Hanamachi" can be seen in Figure
5.2.
If the use of a formal set
was the first step in establishing
a presentational style in our play.
the metatheatrical use of the
Hanamachi

was

the

second.
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Through it, the first lines were
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spoken by an actor as he walked

I

through the audience to the
Figure 5.2 - Early Set Design featuring the
Hanamachi or "Flower Way"

stage.

This

communication

directly to the audience gave a sense of metatheatre; it was as though the characters
in the play knew that they were in a play. While Kabuki theatre uses the Hanamachi
to introduce and announce characters, we modified the traditional purposes in
order to create a stronger bond between the characters and the audience.
The other important factors that went into establishing the presentational
style will be examined in greater detail in the following sections. The costumes and
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the puppets both worked nicely toward the presentational style, and neither
cagetory required a large budget.

Cheap COSTUMES

Because of the formalistic, presentational setting, costumes were easily
pulled from the closets of the actors and actresses.The script sets the play in a car at
Christmastime. We see the family go to church and visit the children's grandparents.
These scenes allo\ved us to choose a costume design that showed our characters as
everyman. Any member of the audience could identify with each character due to
his or her manner of dress and expression.
With the exception of the puppets,the costumes for the main cast members
could have been used in a representational production, but the way in which we
used them allowed them to emphasize our style. Equally important is the design of
the costumes worn by the stagehands. In traditional Japanese theatre, stagehands
known as "kuroko" are always on stage. These stagehands wear black, blue,or white
to blend in with the various pieces of scenery, and they move around to give actors
props, move scenery, and help with costume changes.
Using this Japanese convention, but again tweaking it to suit our needs, our
production had a cast of six stagehands ~ one for each cast member - who wore blue
jeans and solid grey shirts. This inconspicuous attire allowed them to perform
duties as stagehands without distracting from the world of the play. Additionally,
allowing the stagehands to wear jeans and grey t-shirts effectively cut the costume
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cost for them to zero, as all of them owned jeans and the few that didn't own a solid
grey t-shirt were able to borrow one from a friend.
I have included below [Figure 5.3) the costume design for two of the main
characters in this play. Man and Woman acted as narrators as well as characters,
and their dress allowed them to seem appropriately formal while simultaneously
allowing them to switch between characters. The actors playing the children also
dressed in black, white, and khaki. This color scheme, with a touch of olive green,
served as a unifying thread throughout the entire production.
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Figure 5.3 '

Early Costume Design for Man/Narrator and
Woman/Narrator
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A.

Cheap Puppets
In the context of the style, the puppets take perhaps the most responsibility
for defining "presentational." There ceases to be any belief in realism once puppets
are introduced into the drama, and the collection of different tjT^s of puppets
continues to decrease the potential for reality. In the context of the budget, one
might expect the puppets to be a high-cost entity. In our production, however, the
creation of the puppets cost less than ten dollars in new materials. Using fabric
found in the scrap box at my house and not hiring someone to design or create the
puppets for us, we were able to create a unified trio of children as well as a handful
of shadow puppets to
use

in

the

show.

Figures 5.4 and

5.5

show the child puppets
and

their

actors

in

rehearsal.
Usually,

as

a

director, I would have
Figure 5.4 - Justin Cone and his puppet rehearsing
the part of Stephen in The Long Christmas Ride Home

taken it upon myself to
design and build the

puppets for my production. In this case, however, it was clear that the puppets
needed to embody the character, and because each actor was creating his or her
character, it was important that the actors had a strong influence on the

outcome of

their fabric twins. We spent a Saturday afternoon building these puppets
out of
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white cloth, yarn, cardboard, dowels, fabric
scraps, and poly-fdl stuffing. The puppet you see
in figure 5.5 eventually had hair, but the Stephen
puppet performed as he rehearsed.
If I had the show to do over again, the
puppet build

would

have

happened before

rehearsals truly got under way. Even when the
show opened, there was a feeling of confusion
for how to allow the puppets to move naturally and

Figure 5.5 - Sarah Miller
and her puppet rehearsing
the part of Claire

believably. I truly believe that if we had been able to
create and use the puppets from the beginning of the rehearsal process, our product
would have been even more effective.
In addition to the puppet children, we were strongly influenced by another
traditional puppet form. The island of Java in Indonesia is known for intricate
performances involving shadow puppets. There are many artists, such as the
Australian puppeteer Richard Bradshaw, who have been influenced by shadow
puppetry. It is effective in education because of its simplicity and low cost, and it is
easy to create with minimal funds. In Java, the shadow puppets are generally made
out of very thin metal pieces cut out to resemble people. This allows storytellers to
use visual aids in expressing their story.
Our decision to use shadow puppets was an easy one. The script calls for
"slides” of several images during a speech delivered by the actor playing the
minister. Because we were in an environmental setting on an outdoor stage, setting
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up a slide projector was not economically or
logistically feasible. However, due to the time
of day we performed, the sunlight hit our
makeshift screens, which cost us less than two
dollars total, but was blocked out by our
cardstock cutouts, which were designed to
mimic the slides. Figure 5.6 shows the shadow
puppets in action, and figure 5.7 shows two of
Figure 5.6 - Carolyn Free with
Shadow Image and Screen

the cutout images in detail.
In addition to using the screens and

shadow puppets for the afore-mentioned slide show, we also used these pieces to
mask events. Having two large white screens on stage gave us many additional

Figure 5.7 - Cardstock cutouts for use as "Shadow Slides"
Influenced by Traditional “Edo" Japanese art
possibilities. We used them to designate interior and exterior architecture, to create
doors and windows, to provide a background for different textual venues, as well as
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to create screens for silhouetted images. Using the screens allowed us to easily
change the settings without worrying about a lost audience, as well as introduce
characters for whom we had no actors.

Total Budgetary Information
Having clearly outlined all of our expenses within the text above indicates
that this production was surely done on survival funds. But how much exactly did
those few dollars turn out to be? I have not previously included the time spent
working on this production because it is not as important as the number values in
this case. However,a general figure would be that about three hours of work by four
(unskilled, nonprofessional) people went into creating the children's puppets, and
another four or five hours of my own time went into the shadow puppet cutouts. As
far as collecting sets and props,the time was nominal because all ofthe pieces were
pulled from my house. Table 5.1 below is a clear indication that a production
requiring a considerable amount of intricate puppet work can be done on less than
your average college student's production budget
Table 5.1 - The Long Christmas Ride Home Total Budget Figures

Royalties
Scripts
Administration
Venue
Materials for Publicity
Materials for Sets
Materials for Costumes
Materials for Puppets

Price Per
Item
$75.00
$7.50
$0
$0
$0
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Number of
Items
2
7
1
2
15
10
Approx.25
8
Total Cost:

Extended
Price
$150.00
$52.50
$0
$0
$0
$24.50
$0
$10
$237.00

CQNMaOWjz.l(T Can m PqwbI
Whether we talk about using puppets to enhance classroom learning or
about creating them specifically to emphasize an emotion in a production that
cannot be clearly conveyed any other way, we are talking about a powerful art It is
clear from the studies outlined in this paper that it is possible to work with puppets
on any budget. If funding is low, the artist can take whatever is on hand - utensils,
paper towels, fabric scraps - and create effective creatures, which, with some
practice, can behave in manners that resemble both human and abstract movement
In fact, it is often the mdlange of the two styles - very specific, human
movement married to very free, abstract movement - that makes puppetry effective.
When the audience can use visual cues to fill in their own interpretation of the
expression,the work becomes much more personal. Many sources reinforce the idea
that we are more willing to suspend our disbelief and accept as reality the
impossible in the case of puppets than we are when watching human actors, and
this belief is what allows puppeteers to continue to produce beautiful artwork.
While it may be impossible to create the puppets from The Lion King on
Broadway without a considerable budget, it is certainly possible to be inspired by
the works of great artists. With ingenuity, it is possible to produce shows that are
equally stunning without spending much money.Theatre companies like the United
Kingdom's Improbable believe in pushing the limits of creating work with limited
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resources, producing semi-improvisational shows in which characters come to life
out of scotch tape, this troupe understands and embraces the belief in limitation and
necessity parenting

invention,

While my work is not as extensive as the work done by groups like
Improbable, I feel that it has shown clearly the possibility of working in a small,low
budget setting on a very large scale. Where money often lacks, volunteer time and
imagination reign supreme, and what can be done in a large, professional, wellfunded venue can also be done in a small,community,penniless theatre. Money may
be the most important piece to most business strategies, but the theatre can
continue without.
So, the next time you find yourself looking for something to do, whether it
involves teaching students to read or expressing yourself differently, turning to
puppets might be for you. With materials found around your house,a little time,and
an inventive mind, creating large-scale puppets doesn't require money. It can be
done for free!
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